Abstract-Large scale data processing has rapidly increased in nowadays. MapReduce programming model, which is firstly mentioned in functional languages, appeared in distributed system and perform excellently in large scale data processing since 2006. Hadoop, which is the most popular framework of open-sourced MapReduce runtime environment, supplies reliable, scalable and distributed system processing large scale data across clusters of computers using this virtue programming model. In this system, files are split into many blocks and all blocks are replicated over several computers in clusters. To process these blocks efficiently, each job runs parallel and is divided into many tasks which deals with a file block. In order to fully take advantage of network bandwidth these systems, data locality is paid more and more attentions. Considering the existence of data-replica blocks, we propose a datareplicas scheduler which includes task scheduling and data allocation. The data-replicas scheduler takes fully advantage of data replicas in local Data node, reduce the costs of data transfer and improve the system performance. The results of experiments show that our scheduler not only improves the CPU ratio, but also reduces the packets that transfer in the network.
I. INTRODUCTION
MapReduce is one of the most powerful tools to process the unstructured and semi-structured data at fantastic increased speed. With the remarkable features of simplicity, efficient fault tolerance and good scalability, it is wildly used in data intensive cloud computing platform [1] . Amazon, the famous cloud computing services provider, also supplies MapReduce service named Amazon EMR [2] on Amazon EC2 instances based on virtual machines [3] . Hadoop, which is the most popular open-sourced MapReduce framework implementation, is used by Amazon, Adobe, Ebay, Facebook, IBM, Last.fm, Twitter, CMU and ETH etc. almost 150 corporations and research center [4] .
Nonetheless, there is no perfect thing. Two big challenges come from cloud computing platform. Actually, cloud computing supplies lovely platforms with MapReduce cluster. The development of MapReduce is benefit with the advantages of this inexpensive, easydeployed, high-isolation, powerful-management and wonderful-scalability systems. The first challenge is the conflicts between heterogeneous architecture organization of cloud computing platform and the homogeneous assumption of Hadoop working platform. The heterogeneous architectures of cloud computing is caused by uncontrollable factors, such as the different performance machines adding at different period or at some special factors. The second challenge comes from the I/O bottleneck of virtualization technology. Virtualization technology is a foundation technology of cloud computing [5] . It 'slices' a single physical machine into multiple Virtual Machines (VM). The nature bottleneck of VM is I/O performance. What's more, large-scale data should be processed in MapReduce cluster which may deploy upon virtual machines.
Many researches paid attentions on the underlying structure of MapReduce cluster, including heterogeneous cluster [1] and the cluster comprised of virtual machines [3] [7] . As [6] pointed out that data locality is an important issue affecting performance in shared cluster environment, because of limited network bisection bandwidth. Researches [3] studied data locality at data allocation period and researches [7] [8] used data locality improved scheduler. However, all of researches ignore the data replicas blocks. Data replicas blocks scatter in data nodes and take into use only when errors happen or speculative execution. That means not all of the data replica blocks take fully use.
In our paper, we propose a finer data-replicas scheduler on task scheduler including task scheduler and data allocation which takes fully advantage of data replica blocks.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some related work. Section 3 gives DataReplicas Block Scheduler. Section 4 tells processing stages of scheduling and section 5 describes data allocation process. We verify our DRB scheduler in real systems in Section 6. Section 7 gives a conclusion of the whole paper.
II. RELATED WORK
The implementation of MapReduce programming model is firstly mentioned in distributed computation by Google Corporation [6] . It has become ubiquitous and showed its power in cloud computing era. The MapReduce programming model deals with Big data [9] through divide-and-conquer approach. Hadoop [10] is a well-known open-source implementation of MapReduce programming model. Phoenix [12] is a shared-memory implementation and Mars [11] is a MapReduce framework on graphics processors. All of these different implementations supply more easy-used and highefficiency framework to realize auto-parallelism, friendly-programming interface and high-efficiency framework.
The study of Hierarchical MapReduce [19] makes multiple clusters act collaboratively as if they are just one single cluster to improve the efficiency of running MapReduce. It proposes computation capacity aware scheduling for computation-intensive jobs and data location aware scheduling for data-intensive jobs. There are many works focus on improving the MapReduce performance by utilizing data locality. Researches [1] [15] make Hadoop's reduce task scheduler aware of partitions' network locations and sizes to reduce the communication costs and execution time. [3] builds a model that defines metrics to analyze the data allocation problem. It also designs location-aware file block allocation strategy in virtual nodes, which achieves better data redundancy and load balance to reduce I/O interference. [8] adjusts data locality dynamically according to network state and clusters workload. Some researches also focus the data locality in virtualization environments. [7] explores the effect of I/O scheduling on performance of MapReduce running on VMs. However, none of researches have considered to reduce the overload masters by off-loads its work with local-master. Nor did they take data locality of VMs in the same physical machine into consideration.
The resource allocation and scheduling of VM architecture are also important aspects affecting the performance. [13] [14] integrated resource management systems with VMs to provide custom execution environments on a per-job basis. In service consolidation fields, different methods are mentioned to optimize different applications. [16] proposed communicationaware VM scheduling mechanism. They group the similar network intensity VMs together to handle centrally. [17] has dynamic partitioning on I/O-intensive applications and groups them together to achieves unified treatments. These studies improve their efficiency by focusing on the VMs' resource management and scheduling. These studies analyze the bottleneck of virtual cluster and optimize different applications with different methods in virtualization environments. The method of grouping supplies probability of handling different applications with different strategy of task scheduling and resource management. In our work, we also group the virtual mapreduce clusters with their location features to optimize the performance.
The studies of Cloudlet [18] propose a MapReduce framework on virtual machine which takes full advantage of data locality. It utilizes data locality in VMs which locate in the same physical machine. The N. masters, which are managers in every physical machine, have been set to manage virtual slaves. In execution overview of cloudlet, there is local-reduce process handles the intermediate data in the same physical machine. This early local-reduce make fully use of virtual machine locality and decrease the size of intermediate data and communication costs of inter-communications. However, there are also three disadvantages of cloudlet: 1) its implementation is not transparent to the developer, 2) the programmers need to code for the stage of local-reduce, 3) the implementations of N.name are complex.
In order to reduce the communication costs and alleviate I/O performance degradation, data locality is fully used. Studies [1] [8] make Hadoop's reduce task scheduler aware of partitions' network locations and sizes to reduce the communication costs and execution time. BAR [8] allocates tasks dynamically according to network state and clusters workload. Studies [3] [7] utilizes data locality in VMs to improve the performance. Study [4] builds a model that defines metrics to analyze the data allocation problem. Study [7] proposes a MapReduce framework on virtual machine which takes full advantage of data locality, virtual machine live migration and checkpoint. Study [3] explores the effect of I/O scheduling on performance of MapReduce running on VMs. As can be seen in Fig.1 , which is the model of task scheduling based on predictable execute of data replicas block. In the name node, a table which is named as BlockMap has been saved. Furthermore, this table, essentially a map related block object to BlockInfo object, can indicate block data replicas distribute on different datanode through BlockInfo table, is generated from block information report by datanode when it start up. In this model, we need to record and understand three type of BlockInfo, which are running, runnable and finished respectively, thus when idle task come out, it can successively process by starting the data block which need to be further processed. In addition, Jobtracker need to maintain the slow-datanode-etime queue and fastdatanode queue in real-time. Slow-datanode-etime queue order by the predictable complete time of the on processing tasks and this Slow-datanode-etime queue relate to the level of executive speed in fast-datanode. At last, according to the position distribution of runnable block, node processing speed and predictable complete time of slow tasks, data replicas can allocate.
III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DRB SCHEDULER

A. Structure of Data-replica Scheduler
1) Undo-BlockInfo Table
In the original version of Hadoop implementation, Blockinfo always saves the Block status information which including the information of every block in each DataNode. It also represents that which types of information has been saved on certain datanode and how these information has been organized to be a table which relevant to BlockInfo. DataMap adds the information and running status attribution of each data to the BlockInfo, The status of Data can be divide into three part, which are RUNNABL ， RUNNING and FINISHED. The data which have the RUNNABLE attribution can be allocated and processed. Data status change to RUNNUING when it was allocated and the RUNNING status has two different types, which are RUNNING-S and RUNNING-P. RUNNING-S indicates the allocate of common circumstance and represent the certain data has been processed by some single task .RUNNING-P stands for many tasks all process the certain data and its backup block when start the data backup block executing. FINISHED means the certain data has been processed and the result was submitted successfully. It is clear that in the figure 2 is the status of data block and the change of priority. If target data was on "RUNABLE" status, the data can be processed. Once there is a task running this target data, the status of which will become the "RUNNING" b.
If target data was on "RUNNING" status, it means the data is processing. Furthermore, the status have two different types, which are RUNNING-S and RUNNING-P, RUNNING-S means only one data block was being processed and RUNNING-P indicate that some backup data was on processing .
c. If some unexpected disturbance occurred in the processing of data, the status of data change to RUNNABLE d. Either RUNNING-S or RUNNING-P, once data or the backup block of data has been submitted, the status will become to FINISHED.
2) Fast-Datanode Queue
In the heterogeneous Mapreduce platform, TaskAssign schedules the tasks. In this process, the node information of tasktracker should be provided and task scheduler will assign and start the tasks according to the difference of node performance and configuration. At first, Fast-Datanode queue is an order of node performance level by reading the configuration. On the processing of task, it rank by the Datanode KeyValue which is a statistic of idle slot occur frequency and task complete degree, in other words, the bigger of this value, the higher of its rank.
The formula of DatanodeKeyValue is：
The fast-datanode queue is updated by every round of computing.
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) Slow-Datanode-Etime Queue
In this formula, TimeToEnd means the predictable processing time of each task. In terms of every task which has the same workload, its remaining executive time is inversely proportional to executive efficiency. In other words, Slow-Datanode-Etime saved the order of TimeToEnd of original task node from longest to shortest under the circumstance of never staring the predictable executes. When it come to homogeneous case, the node order of Slow-Datanode-Etime is reverse to its counterpart of Fast-Datanode, if some node order are different with Fast-Datanode node order, this certain node can be defined as one with mistake predict time. If the TimeToEnd of node A rank higher than the order of FastDatanode, it means the node speed is slower than estimated, thus in the next allocate, we may cut down the data volume allocate; other wise, we could increase it.
B. Scheduling
As figure 3 shows that the scheduler begins to work when there is free slot, the location of free slot should be detected. After knowing the free slot's location, we distinguish the different stages of task processing and process every stage's work. Then, a judgment whether this Datanode belongs to fast datanode or slow datanode should be made. If the free slot in fast Datanode, a unprocessed block would be read. Or, the scheduler read the data block from the head of undo-blockInfo. Then, estimate which working stage the process is. After the free slot begins to process the data and updates slow-dataetime queue, fast-datanode queue and undo-blockInfo table. At last, check whether the data are handled. The first stage is initial task allocate, in which all the slave node are running local tasks and deal with the local data after task scheduler acquired the data The second stage is local data replicas allocating. As the heterogeneous node effect the accordance of the slow and fast node in task implementing speed and it cause idle slot after fast node finish the local non-data replicas task, thus after the idle slot appeared, task scheduler can start the prediction implementation to find and run the local data replicas block through read the undo-BlockInfo information. In addition, it avoids telecommute data coping (when picking the local data replicas, give priority to the higher LATE priority )
The third stage is data replicas allocate period. If the replicas data of fast node has been processed and there are still idle slots, the data block transfers from other Datanode and start to do the task.
These three stages are divided by the number of straggler. If there are many straggler presents at the same time, we are adjust task priority and make these stage working.
III. DATA ALLOCATION
A. Principle
For purpose of coordinating with the data allocation strategy which based on data block predictable implementation, the arrangement of data blocks also need adjustment. We do not need to discriminate the data blocks and back-up blocks when assigning the initial data. When there is idle slot, task scheduler read the data block which has minimum communication costs. If there are local data blocks, then it will run. However, in the allocating map task, the disabled task has highest priority, followed by local task, non-local tasks and prediction running tasks. The locality of the data will not be taken into account in the allocating reduce tasks, only need to consider whether to choose the allocation by prediction running tasks.
The sequence of initial tasks allocates origin from the structure of task scheduler and the assignment of data block. Essentially, this process is uploading the new files to the HDFS file system. In Hadoop file system, the size of data block is determined by the configuration file. The original system of HDFS is a homogenous physical cluster one, thus when writing file in it, FSDataOutputStream arrange appropriate new block to save the back-up data according to the datanode list requirements namenode. A set of datanodes constitute a pipeline, the number of which is determined by the data replicas quantity of the configuration file, then the DataStreamer transport the data package flow to each datanode of pipeline, thus, there is no discrimination between all the datanode. We do not need to consider the computing capability issue as the distance of resource consuming by each node is not very significant in the homogenous system.
In the homogeneous MapReduce node, as different node has different resources and the performance of CPU, DISK reading and writing and net transportation have certain distance, the similarity of task running can not be ensured. However, the resource is relative fixed in the same node, thus it can appropriately assign the data in different node through the historical information. As a consequence, the fast node can be given more data block while slow node gets fewer.
In the homogeneous MapReduce node, there is no historical information which can be utilized in first-timerunning cluster system, so it just can be configured roughly according to some relevant information in the configuration file. After the first-time-running, this issue will disappear as the historical information is generated.
B. Data-allocation strategy
We model the data allocation. Provide the number of node is n, including physical node the virtual node, with p and respectively. v stands for the number of virtual machine in each physical one. a means the number of physical computers which utilized as the virtual cluster node. The number of data block which need to be deal is k and each of it has r data replicas, thus the number of datablock of file system is . The data block should be equally assign to each node according to the performance. MapReduce normally deal with the big data, thus . The node in the Fast-datanode line is ordered by the computing capability from highest to lowest. The previous node was stronger than the last one and if the rank I node is on the physical node, and then the assignment of the data block size on the physical node is . Getting the upper limit is for the purpose of allocating the data to the high performance node. If the rank I node is virtual one, the number of a serials(from m to n) virtual machine node which belong to the physical node is v and the data block size on each virtual node is , the data can be illustrated by the figure 4. Each line is a different set of data block, and the data which has order number will be put into the rank I in the fast-datanode. After this, the remaining issue is just how to efficiently utilize the offset to minimize the number of data replicas in each block of disk. As Figure x shows that we firstly allocate the data and data replicas block in physical machine unit. From this serpentine allocation, we know that every physical machine has little same data. So, the next step is to allocate the data and data-replicas into virtual machine disk. In this way, we can also know that there is no same data and data-replicas in the same virtual machine disk.
For example, there are 20000 datablock and each data block has 2 data replicas which need to be equally assigned to 5 physical computers. So it is clearly that the physical machines can assign 20000 data block，16000 data block，12000 data block，8000 data block and 40000 data block respectively order by the performance. Furthermore, there is no replica node in the same physical or virtual machine, either the node is physical or virtual and the data can be adequately distributed.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Data Allocation Simulation
Several evaluation metrics are mentioned to evaluate the data pattern and task pattern in [3] . They are actualReplicatNum, maxBlockNum, blockNumSigma, maxAssignedNum and assignedNumSigma. actualReplicatNum is the average number of unique file blocks in a physical machine. maxBlockNum is the maximum number of blocks in a physical machine. blockNumSigma is the variation of the pattern. If the value equals to 0, it means that all blocks are evenly allocated. maxAssignedNum shows the max number of task that physical machine is assigned. assignedNumberSigma reveals to the load balance of the task pattern.
The formulas defined evaluation metrics shows below:
(8)
These five evaluation metrics are standards of data allocation strategy. n is the number of . f is the file blocks which are put into the cluster or generated randomly in the cluster. In the comparison as we have is below. We re-define these five evaluation metrics with the help of [3] . The availability of this formula is extended into not only suitable for virtual machines, but also suitable for hybrid nodes with virtual machines and physical machines.
The averages metrics' results are showed in TABLE 1, we know that maxAssignedNum and assignedNumSigma of Hadoop's scheduler affects better results than locationaware scheduler. It is said in [3] that it is because that imbalanced data pattern may achieve balanced task pattern. All of the metrics show better results than original Hadoop. This is because there is the second round of data-replicas which scatters the data into virtual machine nodes in our cluster. In the process of configuration in Hadoop task, each datablock has three data replicas and every node can start 2 Map slots and 2 Reduce Slots. In order to record the whole system's performance, we deploy Ganglia in Hadoop as Figure 5 Showing. The communication method we used is multicast which means all of the nodes can receive the package. For the scale of our test Hadoop platform is only 13 nodes, it's no need to use unicast configuration. The experiments configuration shows as Table 2 . The master node is put on one of the physical machines. C. Results Figure 6 . CPU usage of wordcount execution
As can be seen in the figure 6, it shows that net volume in wordcount. O-CPU stands for the CPU usage ratio of implement wordcount for one time in original MapReduce and DRS-CPU means the CUP usage ratio of implement wordcount under Data-replicas scheduler, which means Data-replicas scheduler can efficiently decrease the usage ratio of node. Another evidence of this is that the input data same as the process, according to the implement of wordcount in Ganglia, CPU waiting time accounts for the largest part, so we consider Data-replicas scheduler can lower the waiting time of CPU. As can be seen in the figure 8, it shows that the running of original MapReduce group system and the unionization result of implementing wordcount, grep, pi and bbp in Data-replicas scheduler group system. Clearly, the implementation time of these four applications is all decrease. It is indicate that Data-replicas scheduler can efficiently enhance the system performance. The improvement of performance is up to V. CONCLUSION Accompanied with developing of MapReduce and cloud computing platform, heterogeneous MapReduce platform becomes more and more popular. The researches on improving the performance of heterogeneous MapReduce platform mainly focus on making more load-balance on resources and loading. Data locality is key feature which we can take use of.
In this work, we propose a data-replicas scheduler for Hadoop which not only improve the load balance through data allocation, but also have finer scheduler on task scheduler. With the help of Ganglia tools, we can conclude that our data-replicas scheduler not only efficiently reduce the execution time of wordcount, grep, pi and bbp in macroscopic view, but also lower the CPU usage ratio and network data transfer. 
